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Freeman dyson on Life After People,  
the history Channel’s futuristic “documentary” 

about our planet in a postapocalyptic  
and human-free state.

Dyson is a renowned futurist  
and theoretical physicist at the Institute for  

Advanced Study in Princeton.
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 One can argue that the Space Age began 
years before Sputnik, on a lonely spit of land in 
the Baltic Sea. There, in 1942, technicians at the 
Nazis’ Peenemünde test site launched the first man-
made object to leave Earth’s atmosphere, a V-2 
(Vergeltungswaffe, or vengeance weapon) rocket.

From 1937 to 1943, Peenemünde was a world-
class research facility, housing scientists and engi-
neers devoted to the perfection of military ballistics. 
Today, what remains after Allied bombs and Red Army 
destruction has been converted to a museum. The 
Peenemünde Historical Technical Information Center 
occupies the site’s main power station, opening onto  
120,000 square meters of windswept meadow 
studded with red brick buildings and crisscrossed by 
railroad tracks.

The exhibits introduce the individuals who labored 
here and rocketry’s development in the Cold war 
and beyond, emphasizing technology’s destructive 
potential. But the star attraction is the facilities 
themselves. Many vistas are left untouched, the raw 
industrial spaces projecting a hushed gravitas that’s 
present from the cathedral-like sweep of a multilevel 
open space to a small control panel covered in an 
elegiac layer of dust.  

Hard against the sea, hours north of Berlin, Peene-
münde feels like the edge of the world. But remote 
need not mean irrelevant: The life trajectory of 
Peenemünde’s technical director wernher von Braun, 
after all, took him to America, where he is widely 
considered to be the father of the US space program. 
 —Katherine Sharpe

Arrowsmith
By Sinclair Lewis 
Original publication date: 1925 
(Harcourt Brace & world, Inc.)

 One summer evening in 1922, Sinclair Lewis 
had a conversation with a scientist-turned-writer 
named Paul de kruif. Lewis had recently published his 
satire, Babbit, and wanted to write about a hero—
someone who might inspire through morality and 
purpose—but was having 
trouble finding his character. 
By the end of the evening, 
Lewis realized the character he 
was searching for should be a 
research scientist. 

Arrowsmith is the first 
major American novel about 
science. Partly based on re-
searchers with whom de kruif 
had worked, it is the story of 
Martin Arrowsmith, a small-
town physician who longs to 
pursue deeper scientific truths 
for the benefit of humankind. Arrowsmith publishes 
a paper that catches the eye of a famous researcher, 
is offered a dream position at a large institute, and 
becomes a rising star in his field. But Lewis was too 
cunning an author (he would win the Nobel Prize 
for literature in 1930) for such a formulaic plot. 
Arrowsmith becomes appalled by the lurking com-
mercialism and the push for rapid publication in his 
field. He is infused with a humanity atypical of scien-
tists in literature, struggles with the pangs of celebrity, 
and leaves it all in his pursuit of truth.

Lewis wrote Arrowsmith when medical science 
was still young, when everyone from backwoods 
physicians to big city quacks could ply their trade. He 
traveled with de kruif for a year to get his character 
and the science correct, achieving both authenticity 
and timelessness. Lewis became the only person to 
ever turn down the Pulitzer Prize, which he deservedly 
won for Arrowsmith, and, after reading this novel, 
one can almost understand why. —Joshua Roebke

 The Peenemünde Center
Peenemünde, Germany

Peenemünde’s Coal-Fired Power PlanT was kept running during the war by the labor of concentration camp inmates.

Heavy Mental
By The Amygdaloids (Joseph LeDoux, Tyler Volk,  
Nina Curley, and Daniela Schiller)

The amygdala is the part of the brain primarily re-
sponsible for our sense of fear. It’s also one of the 
many scientific inspirations for The Amygdaloids, a 
rock n’ roll quartet of New York University scientists, 
whose founding member, neuroscientist Joseph 
LeDoux, delves into the machinery of memory. Heavy 
Mental, the band’s first CD, features all the songs 
from their live act, plus a few original recordings. 
It’s a playfully cerebral chimera of rock and punk, a 
catchy soundtrack for activities both in and out of 
the lab.

Tomorrow’s Table
By Pamela C. Ronald and Raoul w. Adamchak  
(Oxford University Press)

Genetically-engineered versus organically-grown. It’s a choice 
often framed as being between science and nature, but it’s a 
false one, says this wife-husband team. In a literal marriage of 
two entrenched camps, Ronald, a plant genomics researcher 
at UC Davis, and Adamchak, an organic gardener, shed light 
on the unfounded fears of gene modification and the merits a 
more-holistic approach to agriculture. Recipes include “Sticky 
Rice with GE Papaya” and “Isolation of DNA from Organically-
Grown Strawberries.” 

The Bill McKibben Reader
By Bill Mckibben (Holt Paperbacks)

when he wrote The End of Nature in 1989, the young environmen-
talist Bill Mckibben was one of the few people who understood 
the impending perils of global warming. His writings since—about 
genetic engineering, alternative energy, and local economies—have 
been no less prescient. This much-deserved anthology contains 44 
short pieces, from reporting on homeless-shelter life in 1982, to or-
ganizing huge environmental demonstrations last year. Its subtitle, 
Pieces from an Active Life, couldn’t be more fitting. 

What Is Life?
By Ed Regis (Farrar, Strauss, and Giroux)

This single slim volume rivals Erwin Schrödinger’s identically 
titled 1944 classic in clarity, brevity, and breadth. Using that 
book as a starting point, Regis deftly surveys our progress to-
ward a scientific understanding of life itself. Along the way, he 
describes the emerging field of synthetic biology and dissects 
the surprisingly conflicted definitions of life and death. Though 
he can’t explain either life’s origins or its fate (science can’t 
either), Regis admirably summarizes what he believes life to be: 
“embodied metabolism.”




